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At least one biographer has made this surprising claim. I will admit that nearly every Washington biography I
have read hardly mentions her except to provide her name and minor facts. Washington is rumored to have
been irritating, commanding, and unlovable. What good might be written of her? How delighted I was to find
nuggets of Christian faith and character exhibited through the life of Mrs. She was a prayerful woman who
read the Bible almost to the exclusion of other books. The entire family and their servants gathered for prayer
and Bible reading in the morning and evening. Widowed early in life, Mary Washington was left to raise her
many children and manage the property on her own. She was equal to the task. Washington was loved by all,
including her oldest son George. He wrote her many letters. In time of war General Washington worried for
her safety and moved her to a safer location. An affecting scene ensued. The son feelingly remarked the
ravages which a torturing disease had made upon the aged frame of the mother, and addressed her with these
words: So soon as the weight of public business which must necessarily attend the outset of a new
Government can be disposed of, I shall hasten to Virginia, andâ€” Here the matron interrupted with, "And you
will see me no more; my great age, and the disease which is fast approaching my vitals, warn me that I shall
not be long in this world; I trust in God that I may be somewhat prepared for a better. His head rested upon the
shoulder of his parent, whose aged arm feebly, yet fondly, encircled his neck. That brow on which fame had
wreathed the purest laurel virtue ever gave to created man relaxed from its lofty bearing. That look which
could have awed a Roman Senate in its Fabrician day was bent in filial tenderness upon the time-worn features
of the aged matron. A thousand recollections crowded upon his mind, as memory, retracing scenes long
passed, carried him back to the maternal mansion and the days of youth, where he beheld that mother, whose
care, education and discipline caused him to reach the topmost height of laudable ambition. Yet, how were his
glories forgotten while he gazed upon her whom, wasted by time and malady, he should part with to meet no
more! Her predictions were but too true. The disease which so long had preyed upon her frame, completed its
triumph, and she expired at the age of eighty-five, rejoicing in the consciousness of a life well spent, and
confiding in the belief of a blessed immortality.
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2: The Legacy of John F. Kennedy Reconsidered
In celebration of our 50th anniversary, the Wilson Center convened distinguished experts and prominent Center alumni
to explore the relevance of President Woodrow Wilson's international and domestic record for today. To what extent is
the 28 th president's vision for world order still.

The "British Invasion" was at its apex. Led by The Beatles, English rock bands dominated the American
airwaves. Meanwhile, with little fanfare, a newly formed aggregation called The Byrds was working ardently
on their first and possibly last single for Columbia Records. If it was successful, an entire album would be
commissioned. Otherwise it would be bye-bye Byrdies. Expectations were not particularly high. The Byrds
consisted of five young men who were complete neophytes at rock music. Given their youth they did have
significant experience in other forms of music-folk, bluegrass, choral, jazz- but they were utter enfants in the
cosmic vortex of rock and roll. To further reduce their meager chances of success, they chose an awkward,
rambling folk song from the then-obscure Bob Dylan to be their A-side. What they did with this roughhewn
tune was nothing short of astonishing. Imbued with a chiming, Bach-like guitar introduction, resplendent
vocal harmonies, and an unusual level of lyrical density and ambiguity, "Mr. Tambourine Man" was an instant
smash hit. Here was a piece of "popular" music that was light years beyond the cutesy throwaway fluff being
played on the radio. We loved their original "folk-rock" sound, epitomized by "Mr. Tambourine Man" and
"Turn! Each new Byrds album was a treasure chest, filled with unexpected nuggets of musical ingenuity and
innovation: The Beatles, for example have repeatedly stated that the Byrds were the best American rock
group. Stars like Tom Petty, R. Regrettably, the Byrds are a textbook example of what can happen to creative
innovators in any art form- they got ahead of their audience. With rare exception-The Beatles obviouslyinnovation is not the formula for pop music success. The Byrds can be seen as a folk group going electric in as
Dylan had at Newport before- but instead of alienating a purist audience, they attracted the masses- garnering
a number one "pop" hit with "Mr. Tambourine Man" and getting credit for inventing a new musical genre:
After repeating with "Turn, Turn, Turn", the group abruptly changed course with "Eight Miles High" an
amazing amalgamation of John Coltrane jazz, and Indian raga set to seemingly innocent lyrics about flying.
The Byrds almost succeeded in turning pop music on its ears again, only to have the song banned from the
radio as a "drug" song. In the polemical, politically, polarized year of , the then critically praised,
counter-culture underground rock band jettisoned what little commercial base it had left by going to Nashville
and recording Sweetheart of The Rodeo - an album of country music! Although the Byrds may not have
reaped rewards for pioneering new musical genres like acid-rock, country-rock, jazz-rock, space-rock, etc. A
Question of Quality Thirty years after the trailblazing era of the original Byrds, another generation of young
"alternative rock" musicians has clearly been influenced. A great deal of time, skill and care has been lavished
on this project- particularly by producer Bob Irwin-and it really shows. The accompanying boooklets are
crammed full of fascinating rare material-group shots, single sleeves, and other memerobilia. Despite the
lavishness of the project, the discs cost no more than standard CDs. Even dogmatic digital diehards dissented
when they compared the CDs to original vinyl. Many finely crafted songs from the original Byrds were passed
over in favor of inferior material from the later "Byrds" of which Roger McGuinn was the only original
member. The poorly conceived package included "New Age"-ish cover art on the four CDs which were given
cutesy flight-related titles like "We Have Ignition," and "Full Throttle. Finally, the audio quality is hampered
by the sonic limitations of the conventional digital mastering equipment. With this set of four, Columbia has
more than made up for its original slapdash transfers of historic and important music. Obviously, someone,
presumably project director Adam Block, lavished a great deal of time and attention on the supplementary
materials. Every aspect of the packaging has been thoughtfully and imaginatively executed- from the original
back covers under the CD holders, to the discs themselves, finished in the classic red and black Columbia
Records " Degree Stereo Sound" label. More approachable and informative are the track-by-track comments
by John Rogan, author of "Timeless Flight: The Definitive Biography of The Byrds" which is a must-read for
those interested in the convoluted history of the group, though I think he should have placed greater emphasis
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on the the lesser known bonus tracks. Even more interesting are the marvelous photographs which include
alternate, unused shots of the album covers, including the much copied fish-eye photo from the Mr.
Tambourine Man album, and the cosmic floating rug from Fifth Dimension. Also included are photos of the
original recording session track charts. These indicate the specific contents of each track on the multi-track
master tapes. There are even shots of the original tape boxes with handwritten notes on the back. The reissue
curators also unearthed the original 45 RPM singles jackets as well as some of the comically dated Byrds
guitar music songbooks that were issued in the 60s such as "The Byrds Bag", featuring a photo of the group
stuffed inside an oversized paper bag - I guess you had to be there. The Sound it is always interesting to look
at the subject of a priori bias in reviews of sound quality. Unless you are Vulcan or android, it is impossible to
completely banish bias or expectation. However, when the observed results differ substantially from the a
priori expectations, something significant is probably occurring. In the case of the Byrds reissues, I anticipated
some slight sonic improvement, but nothing monumental. After all, how good can digital renditions of ancient
analog tapes be? To test this hypothesis, I selected four different sets of Byrds source material for careful
comparison. Included in my tests were the original vinyl albums, the standard Columbia compact discs, the
box set, and the new reissues. Let the listening begin. It is not an overstatement to say the I was stunned at the
superb sound quality of the Legacy reissues. They are among the best compact disc transfers I have ever
encountered. Their superiority over the prior Byrds CD releases is immediately apparent when the two are
compared. The reissues sound far more natural and lifelike. They are sweeter, smoother and warmer sounding
than the standard CDs in the way that real instruments and voices are. Musical resolution is substantially
better. The reissues retain fine musical detail that is masked by the standard discs cymbal parts, guitar picking
patterns, subtle background vocal harmonies, etc. The overall sound is cleaner, lower in distortion. The
reissues offer better spatial separation, focus, and a greater sense of depth and three-dimensionality. Much to
my chagrin, they do not seem to offer any improvement in the fifth dimension, however. By contrast, the
standard CDs sound blurred, splattered, harsh, rough, thin, bright, veiled, coarse, flat, and indistinct. These
differences are evident, to a greater or lesser degree, on almost any song on any of the four CDs. Listen to the
delineated rendering of the cymbal patterns on "Here Without You" on the Mr. Or prove to yourself that the
Byrds recorded the instrumental core of "Eight Miles High" together, live in the studio. Listen for the distinct
rattle of the snare drum head during the bass introduction to this song. The aural chasm between the reissue
and standard CDs is akin to that found between a first generation master tape and second or third generation
dub of that tape. The reissues retain a sense of clarity, purity, definition and liveness that is woefully absent in
the older Columbia CDs. I should note that gap is not as wide between the box set and the reissue discs. The
box set is superior sonically to the original CDs. However, it is no match for these wonderful new releases.
They can be detected to some extent on many, if not most, CDs. To invoke an analogy I haved used in the
past, it is like one of those fill-in-the-dots drawings where the number of dots employed gives only a skeletal
representation of the real object. With many compact dics, the music is there in terms of superficial form, but
the rich gestalt of its content is diluted. Kirk shifts between two dimensions, appearing apparition-like from
time to time to his crewmates. This is how the music on many CDs including the standard Columbia Byrds
discs sounds. There is enough of it there to tell what your are looking at Kirk or listening to the Byrds , but
much of the nuance and detail of real life is absent. Unfortunately, Kirk returns intact from his
other-dimensional odyssey. On the original Columbia CDs, the Byrds are not so lucky. The Legacy reissues
restore the music of the Byrds to its original lustrous form. Even without the bonus tracks or the splendid
booklet, these CDs would be worth purchasing solely on the basis of their exceptional sound. At this point, I
called a temporary halt to my listening tests. I was so impressed with the sonic calibre of the Legacy reissues
that I had to investigate the cause of their unexpected excellence. Did the reissues use earlier generation
master tapes? Were better ancillary components used in the production of the reissues? To determine the
answers to these questions, I conducted an extensive interview with project producer Bob Irwin. I was pleased
but not surprised to discover that Irwin is a long-time audiophile who is very conscious of sound quality. He is
a long term reader of august journals like The Tracking Angle and The Absolute Sound which is uncommon
for a record producer at this level. Irwin informed me that all three of the variables cited above affected the
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sound of the Legacy reissue CDs. Irwin and his staff literally spent years combing through the Columbia
vaults in quest of lost Byrds master tapes. In fact they have been conducting a continuous search since the
release of the Byrds box set in They were well rewarded for their efforts. They unearthed a number of original
multi-track master tapes including the legendary "Eight Miles High" , often in boxes labelled as belonging to
other artists. The importance of these tapes cannot be overemphasized. For the original Byrds CD releases,
Columbia sometimes had to use second or third generation copies of the original two-track mixdown masters.
Even the original two-track tapes were a generation away from the multi-track masters. Some of the first
generation two-track masters were worn out from overuse or misplaced.
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3: Realism Reconsidered - Paperback - Michael C. Williams - Oxford University Press
Realism Reconsidered: The Legacy of Hans J. Morgenthau in International Relations [Michael C. Williams] on
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Realism remains the most important and controversial
vision of international politics.

It comes as no surprise, then, that they readily jettisoned the patented folk-rock sound they had originated
when it became overpopulated with inferior imitators. When the Byrds were at the apex of their commercial
success, they radically changed musical direction, turning away from the identifiable sound upon which they
had built their popularity. How could a lengthy three plus minute, free-form excursion into dissonant jazz and
celestial lyrics scale the top-of-the-pops early in ? There was no "acid-rock," no counter-culture, no
underground FM radio. The Fifth Dimension album was one of many forays the Byrds made into unchartered
musical territory. In many ways it is their most experimental album, in the truest sense of the term. It is also
their most qualitatively erratic, veering from brilliant "Eight Miles High" to repetitious and mundane "Captain
Soul," "The Lear Jet Song," both of which show the transient longevity of novelty songs. In addition to the
drastic stylistic change, the Byrds had to contend with the loss of their primary songwriter, Gene Clark, who
left shortly after "Eight Miles High" was recorded. In addition, the group decided against doing any Bob
Dylan songs on Fifth Dimension. No wonder Fifth Dimension is somewhat uneven. Roger McGuinn and
David Crosby stepped up their songwriting efforts, but the results were not enough to compensate for the loss
of Clark and Dylan. However, what Fifth Dimension lacks in compositional cachet, it more than makes up for
in sheer unbridled creativity and experimentation. And there are some nice links to the past in the beautifully
understated renderings of "John Reilly" and "Wild Mountain Thyme," two traditional folk songs reworked by
the Byrds. Fifth Dimension proved to be a trendsetting, highly influential album. In fact it was during the Fifth
Dimension sessions that the Byrds first introduced the Beatles to the sitar and Indian music in general. We all
know what happened next. From a purely quantitative standpoint, Fifth Dimension has more weak tracks than
any other album by the original Byrds, although it contains many fine selections as well. Why they were not,
puzzles even the Byrds themselves. David Crosby attributes these errors in musical judgement to the
addle-brained producers his opinion the Byrds were saddled with. Fifth Dimension, then, can be materially
improved by "re-producing" the album in Gone, with gusto are "Captain Soul" the only Byrds instrumental,
reportedly recorded at the insistence of Michael Clarke and "The Lear Jet Song" airplane fascination run
amok. In their place would be the strong Crosby-McGuinn tune "Why", the B-side of the "Eight Miles High"
single, and a strong Crosby-McGuinn tune inexplicably left off the album, and the wonderfully energetic "I
Know My Rider," some of which technically speaking, may have been recorded after the release of Fifth
Dimension. Hillman did very little vocal work on Fifth Dimension. At the time he was not indulging in the
kind of vocal gymnastics that permeate "I Know My Rider. It is a fascinating glimpse of the Byrds at their
most musically turbulent. Absolutely worth the price of admission. Sonically, Younger Than Yesterday is
significantly better than the earlier albums. When originally released in February, , it was one of the first
albums that was worth paying the extra dollar for the stereo version. Younger Than Yesterday and the
subsequent Notorious Byrd Brothers are by far the most deftly mixed, best sounding Byrds albums. Both were
produced by Gary Usher, whose work was praised by both McGuinn and Hillman in their interviews. Younger
Than Yesterday is a scrumptious smorgasbord of eclectic musical styles and groundbreaking innovation.
Among the noteworthy musical elements are: Perhaps even more significant than this impressive list of
musical "firsts" is the way the Byrds blended these diverse ingredients into their own distinctive musical style.
Above all, these disparate, creative elements serve a musical purpose. One of the most amazing things about
Younger Than Yesterday is that the entire album, from start to finish, was recorded in just eleven days! That
the Byrds could produce such a superlative collection in less than two weeks is a potent tribute to their
creativity and musicianship. When he first joined the group, Hillman was a reticent background figure.
Hillman and Michael Clarke were restricted to concert appearances, they were not to appear in the recording
studio. From these humble beginnings, the young mandolin prodigy blossomed into a key member of the
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group. Hillman, who had never written a song before, wrote four and co-wrote one of the eleven songs on
Younger Than Yesterday. He stepped up and capably took the lead vocal on three of his compositions, added a
third harmony part to "My Back Pages", and sang in unison with McGuinn on most of the other songs on the
album. As Crosby noted years later in a Rolling Stone interview, "listen to his running jazz bass work, nobody
else was doing anything like that at the time. In spite of its aesthetic excellence, Younger Than Yesterday was
largely ignored by the record buying public, but certainly not by other musicians. By , the Byrds were no
longer megastars. As with the other Legacy reissues in this series, Younger Than Yesterday benefits from the
inclusion of some excellent bonus tracks. However, the core album is so strong that I would make only one
change in the original song lineup. Add the greatly improved sound, intriguing annotation and photos, and the
fine additional songs of the Legacy reissue, and an already great album is made even better. The fifth album
was The Notorious Byrd Brothers. From the standpoint of completeness, it would have been nice if Legacy
had reissued all five original Byrds recordings at the same time, rather than just the first four. Curious to know
which one is the clunker? Here is a clue: In fact, many of the bonus songs on Younger Than Yesterday were
actually recorded after the album was released. This are two possible explanations for this anomaly: To
determine the real deal, I posed the question to project producer Bob Irwin. Irwin informed me that reason two
was the primary reason for this inter-album time shift. Apparently there are numerous alternative tracks from
the Notorious Something to look forward to when that CD is reissued.
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Realism Reconsidered: The Legacy of Hans J. Morgenthau in International Relations, Michael C. Williams, ed.(New
York: Oxford University Press, ), pp., $

Nevertheless, traditional business models are no longer sustainable and high-quality publications, like ours,
are being forced to look for new ways to keep going. Unlike many other news organizations, we have not put
up a paywall. We want to keep our journalism open and accessible and be able to keep providing you with
news and analyses from the frontlines of Israel, the Middle East and the Jewish World. As one of our loyal
readers, we ask you to be our partner. Be the first to know - Join our Facebook page. This re-examination,
therefore, is divided into two parts: In his early 20s, Rabin joined the Palmach, a pre-state militia associated
politically with the Left, and, in , he helped rescue Jewish refugees being held in the British detention camp at
Atlit. In early spring of , he commanded the Harel Brigade, tasked with defending Jerusalem and protecting
convoys trying to break the siege. During a battle near Kiryat Anavim in April, , Rabin left to summon help
and then went to Jerusalem to sleep, leaving his men in the field. Following a series of failures, Rabin was
relieved of his command on May Six weeks later, he was given command of the unit that fired upon and
eventually sank the Altalena, an Irgun supply ship carrying desperately needed weapons June 22, Sixteen
Irgun members were killed as they struggled to escape the burning vessel; several Palmach fighters were also
killed. Defense minister Moshe Dayan also opposed the attack, but Hod appealed to prime minister Levi
Eshkol, who gave his permission. A year later he resigned and was appointed ambassador to the United States.
Returning to Israel just before the Yom Kippur War, he expected to be involved, or at least consulted â€” but
ignored, was bitterly disappointed. That they are not raises the question: The Rabin-as-hero myth was
concocted to convince Israelis that making concessions will bring peace. Knowing the magnitude of this risk,
however, why did he take it? According to an authoritative source, Rabin had nothing to do with drafting the
Oslo Accords. More interested in the Syrian gambit, he allowed foreign minister Shimon Peres to act
independently and outflank him. Once the document was on the negotiating table, there was little he could do.
Overwhelmed by international pressures and secret negotiations led by Shimon Peres and his staff, and
seduced by the Clinton administration, the State Department, Henry Kissinger, his mentor and others, Rabin
caved. Physically and emotionally strained, facing defeat in an upcoming election, he may have thought that
the Oslo Accords would rescue him from ignominy. Why did Rabin concede? Applauded by the media and
international community, however, he could not turn back. He had made commitments; he had obligations.
Candles lit in memory of Rabin, therefore, are also apt tributes to the Jewish victims of that policy. Thousands
of names cry out silently to also be remembered. The author is a PhD historian, writer and journalist.
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5: The Byrds Reconsidered : The Legacy CD Reissues | Analog Planet
The Byrds were superstars at this point, and egos and personalities clashed. One sore point was the distribution of
income from songwriting royalties. Gene Clark wrote most of the original material on Mr. Tambourine Man, and
accordingly reaped more financial reward from its success.

Sparta Reconsidered Historian Helena P. Schrader discusses ancient Spartan society and culture, seeking to
rectify a number of common misconceptions. She also provides excerpts from her biographical novels about
Leonidas and reviews of books on ancient Sparta. For more, visit her website at: Lycurgus and Chilon are
familiar names only to classical scholars. Leonidas, in contrast, is a cult and comic-book hero, not to mention
there is a chocolate company named for him. Leonidas was, of course, a legend in his own time. The Spartans
built him a monument at Thermopylae, notably separate from the monument to the rest of the , and a second
monument was built to him at home in Sparta as well. His body was brought home after the Persians had been
driven out of Greece. This might have many explanations â€” starting with the political agenda of his
successors or those who controlled his immature son or discomfort with commemorating a devastating defeat.
The Spartans, of course, knew better. Sparta had suffered many severe defeats before Thermopylae, and in no
other did an entire fighting force die to the last man for a lost cause. Certainly, Sparta was given a resounding
thrashing by the Argives at Hysiai in BC, but even so the Spartans retreated rather than die to the last man.
Roughly one hundred years later, Sparta again over-reached herself in an attempt to conquer Tegea, and again
there were survivors; they were enslaved in Tegea and forced to do agricultural labor for Tegean masters.
There is not a word about dying to the last man. The history of the Peloponnesian war is littered with Spartan
defeats; none were massacres. Even in the infamous case of Spartiates trapped on the island of Sphakteria, the
record shows that they surrendered and were taken off into brutal Athenian captivity. Nor were they written
off by an indignant population as cowards, tremblers or otherwise disgraced and worthless. Had they been so
viewed, Sparta would not have sued for peace and made serious concessions to Athens to have them returned.
Even their collective degradation from full-citizen on their return is not necessarily indicative of disapproval
of surrender. On the contrary, it more likely reflects fear that men who had been in Athens for almost four
years might have become subverted brainwashed, is the Cold War term by Athenian democracy. After an
unknown period, they were collectively reinstated, and even some ran for public office. That would not have
been possible, if the majority of Spartans had felt they should have committed suicide rather than surrender.
His example was one of devotion to duty, even unto death, for a good cause. Leonidas did not die for the sake
of dying â€” much less take his comrades with him to a senseless death. He had clear military objectives that
he hoped to achieve by his last stand: Once the pass at Thermopylae was turned, Leonidas knew the Persian
army would advance unopposed into Central Greece. He could not know where it would next be confronted by
land-forces, but he must have feared that it might sweep through Central Greece to the Isthmus of Corinth. He
must have feared that Sparta might find herself virtually alone facing the onslaught. Anything he could do to
make Xerxes hesitate to take on a Spartan army must have seemed worthwhile. That is a legacy worth
remembering. Last but not least, as a devout Spartan, Leonidas undoubtedly believed he had to fulfill the
Delphic Oracle. He knew he had to die, if Sparta was to be saved. In that sense, he was from the start a
sacrificial lamb, but not until the position at Thermopylae was betrayed, did his sacrifice inherently encompass
defeat as well. When it became clear he would die in a hopeless situation, Leonidas tried to minimize the
losses by ordering the withdrawal of the allied contingents and almost certainly all the Perioikoi troops that
would have been with him. He even tried to save some of the Spartiates by giving them dispatches to deliver.
They saw through him and refused. They refused out of loyalty, out of friendship, out of personal affection for
Leonidas, both the man and the king. They did not act for military reasons but for personal ones. Yet their
legacy too is worth honoring. Posted by Helena P.
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6: Yitzhak Rabinâ€™s legacy reconsidered - Opinion - Jerusalem Post
- Emergency Foods Legacy Coastal Storms Preparedness Disaster The American Dream Reconsidered Because using
are, anyway, is just one of 37 million other pigs just that you who take in at least $5 billion to Iowa every year, according
to your Iowa Pork Producers Group.

The Legacy of Hans J. Morgenthau in International Relations, Michael C. Oxford University Press, , pp.
Jonathan Cristol reviewer Sixty years ago Hans Morgenthau published his landmark work, Politics Among
Nations, which systematized the notion of political realism. In the book entered its seventh edition, and it
remains one of the most widely known and most commonly misunderstood texts in the field of international
relations. A decade later, the end of the Cold War and the start of the so-called American era led many to a
search for a more "moral" approach to foreign policy. But as the s progressed, this search led not to a
rediscovery of Morgenthauâ€”whose political realism was itself dismissed as cynical and amoralâ€”but rather
to a resurgence of liberalism in international relations, and the further development of constructivist,
normative, and critical approaches. Whereas Morgenthau had cautioned against so-called moralism in foreign
policy, favoring prudence and a conservative approach based on the rational pursuit of interests defined in
terms of power, the neoconservatives argued that America had a special duty to spread democracy and
freedom across the world. Consequently, the book seems best suited for a reader with at least a passing
knowledge of these texts. Though not explicitly arranged in this way, the book can be divided into two
thematic sections. For instance, Chris Brown and William E. Richard Little offers an analysis of the balance of
power in Politics Among Nations; Michael Cox discusses Morgenthau and the purported failure of realism to
predict the end of the Cold War; and Williams himself offers an excellent discussion of neoconservatism and
realism. Though the book contains chapters written by ten authors, a few common arguments run throughout.
On this theme, Williams writes that it is a "remarkably narrow account [of Morgenthau] that has come to
dominate discussions of his realism in IR today" p. Lang goes even further, proposing "a reading of
Morgenthau that corresponds. This method is not surprising considering that seven of the ten authors are based
at British universities, where constructivist and critical theories have arguably become the dominant
approaches to international relations theory. Overall, Williams and his contributors make an exciting and
innovative contribution to Morgenthau scholarship. Though there has been much work on Morgenthau and the
problem of international morality, there has not been a volume that ties Morgenthau so directly into
constructivist theory, even if here the move is accomplished in a subtle way. Indeed, there is a sense in which
classical realism and neoconservatism are linked in view of the importance of morality for understanding both.
Yet while neoconservatism centers on what Michael Oakeshott might have labeled a "politics of faith,"
classical realism is an embodiment of a "politics of skepticism. But while the recent return of Morgenthau to
the agenda can most clearly be attributed to dissatisfactions with neorealism and neoconservatism, an
unexpected side effect has been to open up his work to those who were never realists to begin
withâ€”constructivists, normative scholars, and critical theoristsâ€”with an enriching effect all around.
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7: Sparta Reconsidered: Leonidas' Legacy
Tuesday, Oct. 9: "Wilson's Legacy Reconsidered," two panels exploring the relevance of President Woodrow Wilson's
international and domestic record for today. pm pm in Woodrow Wilson Center, 6th Floor Flom Auditorium, Ronald
Reagan Building.

For us, Reagan is hardly the hero of the end of the Cold War. The active role of the people of Eastern Europe
and the inefficiencies of communist planned economies had much more to do with the demise of the
dictatorial socialism practiced there than anything significantly achieved by Reagan. Besides, it sounded
dramatically cynical to hear Prof. Maybe it would be instructive to ask the American working poor, sick and
unemployed about what a wonderful economic period the eighties were. And we can ask the Russians, too,
about the devastating and lasting consequences for their economy, long after they embraced capitalism.
Secondly, the inherent Russian roulette involved in driving an adversary into desperation while rooflessly
building up military capacity is that you can face, at one side of the spectrum, a Gorbachev, timely addressing
the inability or unwillingness to continue the race, or, at the other side, a Kim Jong Il, ready to starve his
people to death in order to scale up the international confrontation. Do we congratulate Reagan then, for the
luck he had in facing the more reasonable of possible opponents? Yet another part of the claimed victory over
communism is to suggest that the Evil Empire left no legacy whatsoever. Some despise Jimmy Carter and
members of academia for having appeased the enemy by flirting with a third way, from Sweden to
Yugoslavia, and treat that as a historical error. It totally overlooks the fact that such a model of social
democracy actually did take shape, and is most probably there to stay, with the support of an overwhelmingly
vast majority of European states. Little or no weight was given to the fact that several of the overthrown
elected governments had merely tried to bring about a just redistribution of means and resources to the largely
unequal and dictatorial legacy of colonialism. Does anybody remember sinister Reaganite apparachiks
Somoza, Videla, Noriega or Pinochet the latter of whom would have never been there without U. The
International Film Series recently featured Coverup: For some, the trauma still runs deep. Nobody outside the
U. The concern aroused by these pro-Reagan celebrations matters now more than ever, given the prominence
of recycled Reaganites in the upcoming war. Not to mention the Bush family, of course. Is it superfluous to
ask the people involved to provide us with hard evidence of a genuine international threat before we join them
on their expeditions? We still need to be convinced. Ten other international students from nine different
countries co-authored this column.
8: ## @ The American Dream Reconsidered â˜…â˜… Survival Life Hacks
An article on Wednesday about scholarship to reconsider the legacy of liberal Protestants misidentified, in one instance,
the surname of a historian who was an editor of the recent book.

9: Regan legacy reconsidered â€“ The Harvard Law Record
Leonidas' Legacy No Spartan has left a larger footprint in history and art than Leonidas. Not the commander of the
Spartan army that actually defeated the Persians, Pausanias, nor the Spartan that eventually defeated Athens after the
gruesome thirty-years war, Lysander, are half so well remembered.
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